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My overarching research focuses on violence and trauma among 

vulnerable youths and families. I am developing various patterns of risk 

on violence and examining the examining the buffering effect of family 

resilience to prevent violence.  

Prior to pursuing doctoral studies, I focused on adolescents’ mental health problems and family therapy 

during Master of Social Work (MSW). Many of the youth in under-represented family systems were 

exhibiting severe emotional and behavioral consequences that can result from the compounding of 

adverse childhood experiences with possible improvement of family intervention. Studying on the topic 

of traumatized youths and families afforded me insight into how trauma and other mental health 

symptoms affects the family system, including the devastating consequences that can result for both 

individual members and the system as a whole.  

Research Experience 

As I started my doctoral degree, my research topic re-oriented to violence and trauma among youth and 

families and family interventions to prevent violence. During my doctoral training, I have had the 

privilege to participate in the conduct of both qualitative and quantitative research. I have developed 

quantitative skills at New York University (NYU) and am continuing this trajectory with my dissertation 

project focusing on risk patterns associated with bullying perpetration and victimization, and the potential 

buffering effect of family resilience. Using person-centered models (e.g., LCA), I am developing profiles 

of risk that may lead to bullying perpetration and victimization across three youth groups (i.e., 

elementary, middle, high school). Further, by applying the ecological framework to examine six layers of 

risks (i.e., individual, family, school, neighborhood, economic, sociocultural), I am examining how the 

risk patterns differ across youth groups. To further explain the association between risks and bullying 

perpetration and victimization, I am examining the mediating effects of internalizing and externalizing 

behavior problems. Lastly, to test the effectiveness and applicability of family resilience, a moderating 

effect of family resilience is examined between various risk patterns and bullying perpetration and 

victimization. By using the National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH) dataset with large sample size 

of approximately 20,000 youths, I hope my dissertation findings will represent a national scale research 

on bullying perpetration and victimization across youth groups. 

Prior to and during my doctoral training, I have also honed my qualitative skills through experience of 

conducting research interviews, participating in live family therapy sessions, coding counseling 

transcripts, and collaborating on the development of codebooks with my research team.  In addition, I am 

currently taking foundations of family therapy courses at the Ackerman Institute for the Family in New 

York City to further build family intervention skills.  As my primary focus of research centers around 

violence and family intervention, the training and education at Ackerman Institute balances my research 

skills and clinical experience. 
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In addition to my own research, working collaboratively on multidisciplinary teams had been a 

cornerstone of my academic experience at NYU.  I have been actively involved with several large-scale 

and clinical research endeavors, including projects focused on 1) domestic violence among convicted 

perpetrators and victims, 2) intimate partner violence among military spouses, and 3) intimate partner 

violence between couples with different cultural backgrounds.  Working with the research team at NYU’s 

Center on Violence and Recovery, funded by the National Science Foundation, I have broadened my 

knowledge of risk factors that lead to violence and expanded my understanding of interventions to prevent 

violence.  Using qualitative data from domestic violence convicted perpetrators and victims, I have 

developed codebooks, generated themes from qualitative data, and contributed to peer reviewed 

publications.  Further, with my advisor, I collaborated with the Center for Military Psychiatry & 

Neuroscience at Walter Reed Army Institute (WRAIR) to explore individual, couple, and family risk 

factors and the internal mechanism of anger that led to intimate partner violence among military spouses. 

After successfully publishing peer-reviewed papers, I am further exploring how military spouses’ 

risk factors influence their child’s behavior problems. Hence, based on the cornerstone research 

conducted during my doctoral program, I am developing this idea to explore at risk military 

families. I am currently working on how quality of family communication moderates the length of 

communication and mental health problems among service members during deployment. Also, 

with my research teams in Seoul, Korea, I am exploring the micro level of interpersonal and 

intergenerational risk factors associated with couple conflict issues. Based on qualitative 

findings by analyzing verbatim transcripts, couples experiencing intimate partner violence (IPV) 

were found to re-experience unwanted family of origin problems with their partner which led to 

elevated negative emotions and aggressive behaviors. Risks of IPV problems may go beyond the 

couple relationships and be influenced by unsolved emotions from their family of origin. 

Further, I am also working with another Korea research team and leading a project on the topic 

of perceptions of justifiability of violence across Asian regions and countries. In my work on 

these projects, I have been involved in the analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data and 

have had the opportunity to contribute to the dissemination of new knowledge through seven 

first- and co-authored scholarly publications, in high impact factor journals including Journal of 

Interpersonal Violence. 

Future Direction 

My future research focuses on violence and trauma among the following populations and apply 

family resilience intervention to the following populations: vulnerable youth and families, military 

families, and Asian families. I am interested in applying the findings in violence in Asia to my future 

research. Considering the heterogeneous backgrounds across Asian population in America, I am 

planning to further examine the risk factors associated with historical, cultural, and religious factors 

to explain the different types of violence across Asian American and examine protective factors. 

Hence, the Asian Americans can have a tailored intervention to prevent violence and trauma. 
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